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Strategies on Turnaround Time of Emergency Investigations,
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A b s t r ac t
Background: Turnaround time (TAT) is one of the most noticeable signs of a laboratory service and is used by many clinicians as a benchmark
to judge the quality of laboratory service. Despite automation and computerisation, delayed TAT of emergency department (ED) samples was
a complaint received in our clinical biochemistry laboratory. After process mapping and root cause analysis, we designed an improvement
strategy which included the introduction of emergency request forms (ERF), creating awareness in the technical staff by proper training and
streamlining the work flow path.
Aim: To compare the TAT of ED samples for electrolytes, received 1month before and after implementing the process improvement strategy.
Materials and methods: Data regarding the number of electrolyte assays ordered from ED for 1 month before and after implementing the
improvement strategy was obtained from hospital laboratory information system (LIS). TAT was calculated as the interval between sample
accession in the laboratory and the time results were reported in LIS. Independent sample ‘t’ test was used to compare the mean TAT before
and after the intervention
Results: Independent sample ‘t’ test showed reduction in the TAT of ED electrolyte assays after intervention compared to before intervention
(78.74 and 110.08 min respectively) with a statistically significant (p<0.001) difference of 31.34 min.
Conclusion: Significant reduction in the TAT of ED samples after intervention highlighted the power of analytical phase intervention in the
form of reallocation of resources and staff awareness in effectively reducing the TAT. The study also proved the usefulness of having separate
colour coded ERF in early identification, segregation and processing of ED samples.
Clinical Significance: Decreased laboratory turnaround time of ED investigations is clinically significant because along with customer satisfaction
it also improves the efficiency of work by allowing the early diagnosis, treatment, patient discharge and provides a way of cost cutting.
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Introduction
Quality of laboratory service is assessed by the availability, reliability
(accuracy and precision), cost and timeliness of the tests. Clinicians
often expect a rapid, reliable and efficient service delivered at low
cost.1Laboratory tests make a major impact on clinical decision
making especially when the clinicians are left with diagnostic
uncertainty after the initial clinical assessment and guide them
to adopt proper management strategies.2 As the test results are
crucial in making the definitive diagnosis and management plan,
patient outcome may rely upon prompt reporting of the tests.3
When the patients present to emergency department (ED) with
severe illness and significant risk of rapid progression of disease,
or when the decision to admit the patient and treat immediately
requires further risk assessment, the ED clinician often depends
upon the laboratory test results.4 In these situations, timeliness is
perhaps the most important characteristic to the clinician compared
to the analytical performance and cost. This preference has led
to the widespread use of point of care testing (POCT) analysis
nowadays.
Turnaround time (TAT) is one of the most noticeable signs of a
laboratory service and is used by many clinicians as a benchmark
to judge the quality of laboratory service. Literature reveals a
variety of definitions of TAT based on the test ordered, priority
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and population served. According to CAP Q probe assay, there are
differences between clinicians and laboratories in their definition
of TAT.1 The term therapeutic TAT is used to describe the interval
between the test order and the time when treatment decision is
made. Perhaps many steps in the total testing cycle occur outside
the laboratory and are not under direct control of the laboratory
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person and most of the times data of extra laboratory activities are
not readily available so it is not possible to use the therapeutic TAT.
In such situations it is more convenient to use laboratory TAT which
can be taken from the sample accession time in the laboratory to
the time results are reported.5
Despite advances in the analytical technology, computerisation
and transport system, delayed TAT is the most common complaint
received by the laboratories and consumes much time and effort
of the laboratory personnel in complaint resolution and service
improvement. Unsatisfactory TAT in the emergency department
elicits immediate response and labelled as poor performance of
the laboratory.
Delayed TAT of ED samples was one of the complaints received
in our clinical biochemistry laboratory which was more in morning
hours (between 6 am to 9 am). After the root cause analysis, this
delay was attributed to the fact that most of the samples (both from
general ward and ED) arrive to the lab in morning hours especially
between 6am to 9am and availability of less technical staff during
this time of the day. It was found difficult and time consuming
for the laboratory staff to segregate the ED samples from routine
samples. We aimed to improve the efficiency of test reporting and
reduce the TAT by application of lean six sigma improvement tools
and focused primarily on identification and elimination of non
value added processes like sample handling by multiple technicians
and multiple checks at different stations. With this rationale we
designed a new strategy which included
a. Introducing the new colour coded emergency request forms
which aids in the early identification, processing and reporting
of emergency samples
b. Proper training of laboratory technical staff about the
importance of TAT and methods which can be adopted in the
laboratory to reduce the ED TAT and
c. Streamlining the laboratory workflow
We hypothesise that, by reallocation of resources and staff
motivation it is possible to reduce the TAT of ED samples. The
aim of present study was to assess the difference in the TAT of ED
electrolyte samples received 1month before and 1 month after
implementing the abovementioned strategy.

M at e r ia l s

and

Methods

A retrospective study was conducted to compare the TAT of
electrolyte assays requested from ED in clinical biochemistry
laboratory, SDM College of medical sciences and hospital. Ethical
committee clearance was obtained from the institutional ethical
committee. Data regarding the number of electrolyte assays
ordered for 1 month before implementing the improvement
strategy was obtained from hospital laboratory information
system (LIS). Delays due to instrument breakdown and hemolysed
samples requiring repeat sampling were excluded from the study.
We calculated the TAT of all electrolyte assays as the interval
between sample accession in the laboratory and the time results
were reported in LIS.
After the initial assessment of complete workflow, we applied
lean six sigma improvement strategies to identify the potential
bottlenecks in the work flow stream and used these inputs to
design improvement tools. We introduced the coloured emergency
request forms (in contrast to white routine request forms) which
helps in the early identification and segregation of emergency
samples from routine samples and circulated the forms only to
the emergency departments (casualty, MICU, NICU, PICU and
SICU). Few tests (which were not considered as emergency tests)
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were purposefully omitted from the new request forms only after
consulting the clinicians to reduce the burden on laboratory. The
new request forms comprised only 40% of the total tests in routine
forms and in case the remaining tests were required, the ED staffs
were given an option to send the routine form along with the
emergency request form. Along with this, awareness was created
in the laboratory staff regarding the importance of TAT on clinical
decision making, patient length of stay, overall burden on hospital
and patient. Proper training of technical staff was conducted on new
work flow pattern. The technicians were instructed to identify the
emergency request form as soon as it reaches the laboratory and
analyse the sample on priority basis. The analytical steps occurring
within the laboratory were streamlined accordingly.
• One technician was given the responsibility of emergency
samples in each shift and instructed to make sure the results
are reported within the defined TAT.
• The technical staff were informed to maintain a separate
emergency register with the details of samples coming with ERF
including the TAT and cause for delayed TAT if any.
• Separate sample acceptance station was made to immediately
accept the samples coming with ERF
• Separate path was created for ED samples inside the laboratory
so that they will not enter the routine analytical queue.
• It was instructed to centrifuge the ED samples on a separate
centrifuge to avoid mixing of emergency samples with routine
samples.
• ED samples were analysed exclusively in one chemistry analyser
(Siemens dimension Rxl max) to avoid the overcrowding of
samples while the routine samples were analysed on the other
instrument.
• Priority was given to the emergency samples while reporting the
results and technical staff was instructed to call the biochemist
anytime regarding the clarification of results.
Laboratory workflow before and after the intervention and
expected effects of intervention is represented in (Figs. 1 and 2)
No of electrolyte samples received from ED for 1 month after
implementing the abovementioned strategy was obtained from
hospital LIS and the mean TAT was calculated. Unpaired‘t’ test was
used to compare the mean TAT of ED electrolyte samples before
and after the designed intervention. p value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

R e s u lts
A total 3448 electrolyte samples were analysed for the period of
1 month (before intervention) in clinical biochemistry laboratory
which included the samples from ED as well as general wards
coming with routine request forms (RRF). After excluding the
delays due to instrument breakdown and hemolysed samples,
number of electrolyte assays remained was 3344. Information on
TAT was obtained from hospital LIS and mean TAT was calculated.
The intervention was planned and implemented in a stepwise
manner over the duration of 1 month. Number of electrolyte
samples obtained from ED with emergency request forms (ERF) for
the period of 1 month (after intervention) was 1001. After applying
the abovementioned exclusion criteria, 962 assays were remained
and mean TAT of these assays was calculated. IBM-SPSS-STATISTICSVersion 20 (licensed to SDM College of Medical Sciences, Dharwad)
has been used for the statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics of
study population (before and after the intervention) is given in
(Table 1) and mean TAT before and after the intervention is shown
in (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1: Routine workflow of clinical biochemistry laboratory
(before intervention)

The calculation of 5% trimmed mean demonstrates that, the
mean approaches the median and hence it was meaningful to do
trimming of extremes to remove the outliers. Trimming also gives
the 95% confidence interval by taking the lower bound 2.5% and
upper bound 97.5% quantiles.
Stem and leaf plots were observed to see the frequency with
which the values appear in study population (Figs. 4 and 5). Box
plot was constructed to show the variability among the values
(Fig. 6). More variability was noticed outside the upper and lower
quartile before intervention compared to after intervention. To
overcome this variability, bootstrapping was done to estimate
the statistical parameters (mean and 95% confidence interval)
by means of resampling with replacement. Since bootstrapping
does not make any assumption about the distribution of sample,
bootstrapped samples can be quite good approximates for
population parameters.6 With a large sample size of 3344 (before
intervention) and 962 (after intervention), in our study we have
good estimates of population mean (110.08mins before intervention
Vs 78.74mins after intervention) and 95% confidence interval (107.66 –
112.46mins before intervention Vs 76.31 – 81.24 mins after intervention).
Levene’s test for equality of variances showed a significant
difference in variances. Further the independent sample ‘t’ test
yielded ‘t’ value of 17.90, degree of freedom (df) 2803.96 and
significant difference between the mean TAT before and after
intervention (31.336 mins, 95% CI: 27.90 to 34.76 mins) with a
probability p<0.001. Hence it is concluded that, the difference of
roughly 31 min between the TAT of ED electrolyte assays before
and after intervention is statistically significant as well as practically
important.

Fig. 2: Modified workflow of clinical biochemistry laboratory (after the intervention)
and expected effects of intervention
Indian Journal of Medical Biochemistry, Volume 23 Issue 2 (May-August 2019)
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of study population (before and after
the intervention)
Before
After
Number (n)
3344
962
Mean TAT in mins
110.07
78.74*
95% confidence interval
107.72–112.43
76.24–81.23
Standard deviation
69.55
39.45
Median in mins
102
73
5% trimmed mean in mins 102.60
77.39

*p <0.001

Discussion
Implementing the best laboratory processes is crucial to attain the
optimum quality of patient care. Although it looks simple, the lab
operation is complex and time consuming due to the handling of
large variety of samples both from inpatients and outpatients. Even
after computerisation and automation of work flow, it is difficult
to meet the customer satisfaction in terms of desired TAT. Since
timeliness is the key performance indicator of laboratory efficiency
and most important determining factor of patient care quality, it is
important to monitor the laboratory TAT routinely.
Keeping in mind the increasing expectation of clinicians and
continuously increasing workload on laboratory personnel, we
designed a stepwise improvement strategy which included 5 stages:
Define the problem, Analyze the existing workflow, Identify the
lacunae, Improve the process by taking necessary interventions
and Check the results. The intervention was designed using
methods validated and accepted by different laboratories after
doing necessary modification suitable to the present scenario.7,8
In the define phase, the problem was defined after discussion
with treating clinicians. The most commonly encountered problem
was delayed TAT of samples coming from ED especially in early

Fig. 3: Mean TAT before and after the intervention.

morning hours. In analyze phase, the entire process starting from
clinicians ordering of test request till the availability of reports was
mapped. The initial assessment revealed potential redundancies
in both preanalytical and analytical phases. Since most of the
processes in preanalytical phase take place outside the laboratory,
the exact data is not available and these processes are not under
the direct control of laboratory personnel, the shortcomings
of pre analytical phase were ignored and analytical phase was
concentrated. In the next phase, the lacunae in analytical phase
were identified. The causes for delayed reporting of ED samples
were identified as arrival of most of the samples both from ED
and general wards in the morning hours (between 6 am to 9 am),
difficulty to segregate ED samples from routine samples, lack
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Fig 4: Stem and leaf plot before intervention
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Fig 5: Stem and leaf plot after intervention.

Before intervention After intervention
Fig 6: Box plot showing the TAT before and after intervention

of awareness in the technical staff regarding the importance of
ED TAT and multiple checkpoints due to handling by multiple
technicians. The lean six sigma principles were applied to design
the improvement strategy after identifying the activities which
consume unnecessary time and effort without any value addition
(non value added processes). Non value added processes like

sample handling from multiple technicians, unnecessary long
work flow path and multiple check points at different stations
were removed by redesigning the work flow path and keeping a
separate technician to handle the emergency samples. New colour
coded ERF were introduced, which helps in early identification and
processing of emergency samples. Awareness was created among
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technicians regarding the importance of TAT on clinical decision
making, patient length of stay, overall burden on hospital and
patient. Proper training of technical staff was conducted on new
work flow pattern. To check the results, this study was undertaken
to compare the TAT of ED electrolyte assays before and after the
intervention.
As a result of intervention, TAT of ED electrolyte assays was
reduced from 110min to 79 min ( total reduction of 31 min) which
is practically significant especially in ED as it allows the clinician to
make quicker decision regarding patient admission or discharge,
earlier and more appropriate diagnosis, fewer laboratory tests
and shortened length of hospital stay. Although 70% of the total
TAT is contributed by pre and post analytical phases and they
need to be focused to reduce the overall TAT, changes can also
be introduced during the analytical phase to reduce the sample
process time. In our setup, this reduction in TAT after the analytical
phase intervention highlighted the impact of workflow design,
knowledge and awareness of technical staff on laboratory TAT.
The study also proved the usefulness of having separate colour
coded ERF in early identification, segregation and processing of
ED samples. The findings were in accordance with study by Silvia
Angeletti et al where gradual and step-by-step changes in sample
management, staff adhesion and awareness led to significant
reduction of TAT.9 According to Tzu-I Chien et al, prioritising the
test performance and dedicated means of process control can
significantly reduce the TAT of emergency tests without affecting
the overall TAT.10 In a single centre intervention brought about by
White BA et al, application of lean methodologies in the form of
reallocation of resources without the addition of new resources
and simple reorganisation of laboratory process flow effectively
decreased the laboratory TAT.11
Along with customer satisfaction, decreased laboratory TAT
also improves the efficiency of ED work by allowing the early
diagnosis, treatment, patient discharge and provides a way of cost
cutting. A simulation study conducted by Storrow et al suggested
improved ED efficiency and reduced length of stay following the
reduction in TAT.12 According to Ling Li et al, ED length of stay was
directly influenced by laboratory TAT.13 Gill et al also showed a
positive correlation between laboratory TAT and length of stay.14
Regular monitoring of TAT itself acts as a very useful tool
to improve the routine TAT as it aids to uncover and correct the
unrecognised inefficiencies in laboratory operation. According to
Peller GA et al daily monitoring and plotting of TAT in the form of
freckle plot serves as a useful quality improvement tool.15

C o n c lu s i o n
In our laboratory, we have achieved a significant reduction in the
TAT of ED samples by introducing few simple modifications in the
routine workflow which can be of a great benefit to patients. Our
study has highlighted the power of analytical phase intervention
in the form of reallocation of resources and staff awareness in
effectively reducing the TAT. The study also proved the usefulness
of having separate colour coded ERF in early identification,
segregation and processing of ED samples.
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Limitation: Long-term sustainability of the effects of intervention
was not assessed periodically due to the lack of resources.

Clinical Significance
Reduced laboratory turnaround time of ED investigations is
clinically significant because along with customer satisfaction it
also improves the efficiency of work by allowing the early diagnosis,
treatment, patient discharge and provides a way of cost cutting.
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